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Not all aspects of value creation are as difficult to predict 
and manage. One area that can yield bankable returns is 
contract management, if it is proactively managed early in 
the due diligence process. This means digging earlier and 
deeper to uncover hidden value creation opportunities that 
may not be readily evident in a “traditional” due diligence 
process. 

How much value can an earlier, deeper dive into contract 
management due diligence have? Not only could the buyer 
minimize their risks, but they can uncover value that is fairly 
straightforward to manage with the right team and tools. 
Consider the following scenario:

Company A is acquiring Company B, with 5,000 contracts, 
an average contract term of 24 months, and $250 million 
dollars under contract. Company B lacks the means to 
ensure that all contracts are enforced on an ongoing basis. 
Industry estimates vary from .25 percent to 2 percent on 
how much net revenue could be gained through rigorous 
contract term enforcement. Using the low end of that range, 
in this scenario, the company would realize over $500,000 
in additional annual revenue. If the company were to boost 
performance by 2 percent, they’d gain an additional $5 
million in annual revenue.

This is just one example of value creation that early 
diligence in contracts can yield. While it’s true that this 
revenue opportunity can also be identified by the contract 
management team after the deal closes, it may not be a 
“Day 1” priority as the team gets its arms around business-
critical priorities. Value is eroded for every day it is delayed. 
By identifying such opportunities early in due diligence, the 
buyer’s team can arm the contract management team with 
the right information they need to capitalize on the most.

Getting early visibility into tangible contract management 
opportunities can be achieved by the following steps: 

 � Obtain total visibility of all contracts before, not after the 
deal closes

 � Deeper assessment of contracts during due diligence

 � Have a 100-day plan

 � Choose the right technology

The following pages provide insights into the best approach 
to putting these steps into action.

Introduction

In the process of identifying strong targets for acquisition, deal teams focus on identifying 
value-creation opportunities in the areas of cost, revenue, taxation and market synergies. 
However, as many companies can attest, capitalizing on these synergies is by no means 
guaranteed, no matter how well-developed the post-merger integration plan is. Capturing 
synergies is both an art and a science that depends on successfully merging cultures, 
systems and strategies. Moreover, it’s a complex process that often varies for every 
acquisition, takes longer than planned and results in diminished value creation. 
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Tip 1: Obtain total visibility of all contracts 
before, not after the deal closes
It’s not unusual for buyers to inherit hundreds if not 
thousands of contracts when acquiring a company, 
Moreover, typically the contract team’s full assessment of the 
new contracts begins after the deal closes and post-merger 
integration is underway. This is too late – value opportunities 
may be missed. When dealing with a large volume of 
contracts and/or contracts with significant financial impact, 
it is especially critical to understand the full scope of the 
seller’s contract “universe” as soon as possible in the due 
diligence process. Depending on the level of flexibility in 
each parties’ internal systems, extracting the data from the 
seller’s system and uploading to the buyer’s system may not 
be fast or easy. Consequently, contracts are often reviewed 
on spreadsheets – a less than ideal option.

One way to avoid delays and gain an edge is to share the 
contracts via a third party virtual data room that offers both 
due diligence document review and integrated contract 
management functionality. These solutions are designed so 
deal teams can quickly upload large volumes of contracts 
and easily tag, and sort, and generate reports for deeper 
due diligence. The team can:

 � Identify and eliminate unintentional contract renewals that 
drain resources

 � Identify opportunities to capture unrealized revenue via 
thorough enforcement of contract terms

 � Gain ready access to all contracts and supporting 
documents, including prior versions of the contracts – to 
ensure no detail is overlooked

 � Provide the deal team with one centralized, easily 
searchable body of information – accessible via a secure 
Web portal

 � Quickly gain clear visibility into all contractual obligations 
– reducing risk and ensuring the buyer’s ability to meet all 
corporate policies and regulatory requirements

 � Use the virtual data room’s reporting tools to quickly 
analyze performance

Choosing a combined platform also streamlines the actual 
process of managing contracts post acquisition. Post-
acquisition, there is a need to allocate time or internal 
resources to “re-upload” the contracts to a different system 
– they’re already loaded and ready to go on the same 

platform that was used for due diligence. Also, equally 
important, any contract-related insights uncovered by 
the due diligence team are stored in the data room and 
immediately accessible by the contract management team. 

Identifying contract management opportunities

Potential challenges or opportunities that may be buried 
in the target company’s set of contracts fall into two broad 
categories: customer related and vendor related. Customer 
related challenges can result in loss of revenue, while 
complications with newly inherited vendor contracts are 
more likely to have an adverse effect on costs. 

Customer contracts

On the customer side, new contracts can affect sales, 
customer service and finance groups among others. Possible 
problems include:

 � Missed opportunities to renew or upsell contracts

 � Lapses from subscription discount rates to full price

 � Delays in customer service

 � Delayed or missed customer invoices

 � Missed contract deadlines

 � Interruptions in service or delays in deliverables

 � Increased customer complaints and contract cancellations

Customer related issues can quickly add up to significant 
revenue losses, but these losses may not be immediately 
detectable. For example, customers may not communicate 
their dissatisfaction and simply choose not to renew their 
contracts. Behind the scenes and under the radar, renewal 
rates might begin to slowly drop as a result. The impact from 
contract management oversights may not be fully apparent 
for months after the problem initially occurs, but the impact 
is no less real.

By assessing these risk areas early in due diligence, the 
majority of these issues and their financial fall-out can be 
avoided.

Vendor contracts

A misplaced or overlooked vendor contract can result in 
many cost related disasters, including:

 � Accidental renewal of contracts, especially those planned 
for cancellation
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 � Duplication of vendor services between existing and newly 
acquired contracts

 � Lapses in contract term enforcement

 � Missed opportunities to renew or renegotiate contracts

 � Suspension of vendor services due to late or missed 
payments

 � Missed contract deadlines

 � Automatic renewal of unneeded vendor services

 � Increased vendor complaint

In a best case scenario, the newly acquired contracts pose 
few if any of these problems. In a worst case scenario, failure 
to catch these issues results in catastrophic revenue loss or 
crippling expenditures.

For example, Company A purchased a company with 
multiple office locations. As part of the upcoming merger, 
the surviving company plans to shut down three of these 
locations. One of the lease agreements, however, is hidden 
away in a contract that was inadvertently overlooked. As 
a result, the lease renews automatically and costs the 
company hundreds of thousands of dollars for unnecessary 
office space. 

Such disasters are more likely to occur during company 
mergers when the contract management team is scrambling 
to respond to a tsunami of new contracts. Costly financial 
outcomes such as this are more readily prevented when 
contracts can be uploaded and fully analyzed during due 
diligence.

Tip 2: Deeper assessment of contract 
management during due diligence
Contracts play a significant role in mergers and acquisitions 
because they can be a bellwether of company health. 
No company wants to inherit a surprise disaster or deal 
with unexpected, financially damaging contracts after a 
merger. For this reason alone, it is critical to be detailed 
and thorough in reviewing all of the target’s contracts. 

Nonetheless, contract review can be very time-consuming 
for the core due diligence team and difficult to juggle with 
their other responsibilities. It may also require contract 
review expertise that goes beyond the team’s realm of 
experience.

Consequently, many companies are adding contract 
management specialists to their due diligence team as 
another way to minimize their risk. However, contract 
specialists can also uncover hidden value, early in the due 
diligence process by:

 � Identifying high-value and business-critical contracts

 � Identifying specific contract problems, financial 
ramifications and potential solutions that may not be 
readily apparent to others

 � Providing insights or recommendations that may be useful 
in deal negotiations

 � Developing pre-emptive contract migration plans that 
allow the contract management team to hit the ground 
running “Day 1”  

 � Provide early valuable insights that can improve post-
merger integration plans 

Proactive involvement is the key. If the buyer’s contract 
management team is not involved during due diligence, they 
inherit a new set of contracts with no advance knowledge 
of their contents. They’ll have no choice but to shift into 
reactive mode, possibly missing out on early value creation 
opportunities as a result.

Tip 3: Have a 100-day plan
Just as experts recommend that buyers develop a 100-
day plan to ensure they achieve their objectives, it’s wise 
to take the same approach within contract management. 
By now, if all contracts have been uploaded for review 
during due diligence, it should be easy to gain a big picture 

If the buyer’s contract management 
team is not involved during due 
diligence, they inherit a new set of 
contracts with no advance knowledge 
of their contents. 

Contracts play a significant role in 
mergers and acquisitions because they 
can be a bellwether of company health. 
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view of contracts and develop an execution plan that can 
be enacted “Day 1.” Contract managers must be able to 
immediately identify high value targets, prioritize potential 
issues, and quickly resolve them. The more profitable or 
potentially costly the contract, the sooner the potential 
issues must be identified and resolved. 

As such, some companies take a phased approach to the 
integration of new contracts:

 � Contracts that were identified as high-value or business-
critical during due diligence are identified during initial 
prioritization and tended to first, before any further action 
is taken on smaller, less vital contracts. 

 � The team creates an action plan for the most important 
contracts into the system. If they are already uploaded and 
coded in the data room, the team can use the system to 
proactively manage the contract terms.

 � Less critical new contracts can also be assigned to a 
timeline that is commensurate with their priority level. 

A Web-based centralized solution is ideal, as it ensures that 
the newly combined contract management team from both 
companies all have access to the same contract details and 
deliverables, regardless of their location. 

Tip 4: Choose the right technology 
Successful contract management today involves mastery 
of so much data that an automated contract management 
system has become a near necessity – for both pre-
acquisition due diligence and post-merger execution. But 
which tool is right for business? Which tool will provide the 
deal team and the contract team with the right information 
they need to perform their respective tasks – while providing 
a measurable return on investment?

It’s important to choose a contract management virtual data 
room that is fully functioning for both due diligence and 
contract management. In many cases a company’s internal 
systems are not sophisticated enough to provide due 
diligence teams with fast access to key contracts. The ideal 
system should:

 � Include one centralized, easily searchable body of 
information that is accessible by all team members, 
regardless of their location

 � Be designed for the rapid uploading, tagging and sorting 
of large volumes of documents in a matter of hours

 � Provide ready access to all contracts and supporting 
documents, including prior versions of the contracts – to 
ensure no detail is overlooked

 � Deliver clear visibility into all contractual obligations 
– reducing risk and ensuring your ability to meet all 
corporate policies and regulatory requirements

 � Enable the elimination of unintentional contract renewals 
that drain resources

 � Provide the company with the ability to capture unrealized 
revenue via thorough enforcement of contract terms

 � Include superior reporting capabilities for quick 
performance analysis

Acquisitive companies are increasingly turning to third party 
solutions that offer contract management virtual data room 
solutions.

A Web-based centralized solution 
is ideal, as it ensures that the newly 
combined contract management 
team from both companies all have 
access to the same contract details 
and deliverables, regardless of their 
location. 
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The Merrill DataSite advantage 
Merrill DataSite for contract management offers a total, 
turnkey solution, with all the built-in functionality you 
need for highly effective contract management. Plus it’s 
supported by a dedicated project management team to 
ensure a smooth, seamless implementation and day-to-day 
success.

Summary
In the high stakes realm of mergers and acquisitions, value 
creation is the most important and most challenging 
barometer by which companies measure success. Yet as all 
acquirers quickly learn, the process of identifying, predicting 
and actually driving value is far from guaranteed. Today’s 
buyers are achieving more success by focusing earlier and 
more proactively on areas such as contract management to 
carve out tangible value. 

As a result, contract management has taken on higher 
importance, earlier, in the due diligence process. Deal teams 
recognize that by digging deeper into all aspects of the 
seller’s contracts pre-deal closure, they can pre-emptively 

eliminate financial risks due to contract oversights and also 
uncover hidden opportunities to capture unrealized revenue. 

It is critical, however, to arm the due diligence team with 
two key components: the right expertise and the right 
technology solution so that no time is lost in realizing 
value. Rather than relying solely on the core due diligence 
team to review contracts, buyers are adding contract 
specialists to the team. These professionals have the in-
depth expertise necessary to more quickly uncover hidden 
risks and opportunities. Expert acquirers are also moving 
away from using internal systems and spreadsheets and 
migrating to third party solutions that offer combined 
contract management and due diligence virtual data room. 
In this way, buyers can quickly upload and review the seller’s 
contracts during due diligence, devise a contract strategy 
and instantly move into action “Day 1.” The virtual due 
diligence data room converts to a virtual contract data room, 
in which the contract team can act on value creation plans 
with no time lost. While no value opportunity is 100 percent 
guaranteed, this strategy offers the best way to increase the 
probability of successfully extracting value from contracts.
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